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DOCKET NO. EEP-2018-0003                              
 

RESPONSE TO OBJECTION 
 

 COMES NOW, Interstate Power and Light Company (IPL or Company) and 

responds to the objection of the Office of Consumer Advocate (OCA), filed May 15, 

2019, to IPL’s amended budgets for its 2019-2023 Energy Efficiency Plan (Plan), filed 

on April 26, 2019 (the Amended Plan Budgets).1  

 OCA’s objection should be denied. IPL’s Amended Plan Budgets are consistent 

with the Iowa Utilities Board’s (Board) March 26, 2019 Final Order approving IPL’s Plan 

(Final Order), the Board’s rules on Energy Efficiency Cost Recovery (EECR) filing 

requirements, and the letter and intent of the energy efficiency and demand response 

budget criteria in Iowa Code section 476.6(15)c.(2).  

INTRODUCTION 

 The Final Order directs IPL, consistent with IPL’s commitment in this proceeding, 

to make $300,000 available for supplemental weatherization assistance for IPL’s low-

income customers each year in 2019, 2020, and 2021 by removing a total of $900,000 

from the natural gas energy efficiency budget for the Iowa Energy Center and Center 

                                                 
1 The Environmental Law and Policy Center and Iowa Environmental Council (collectively, the 
Environmental Intervenors or EI) filed in support of the OCA’s objection on May 21, 2019. IPL’s response 
addresses both the OCA and EI filings and, because they are based on similar grounds, refers to them 
collectively as “OCA’s objection” or “the OCA objection.” 
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Global and Regional Environmental Research (the Legislative Assessment).2 With 

inclusion of the supplemental weatherization funding, however, the Final Order set a 

reasonable bound on IPL’s recovery of energy efficiency expenditures: IPL is allowed 

“to recover energy efficiency…expenditures up to 1.5 percent of natural gas retail 

revenue…through the [EECR] factor.”3 (Final Order at 15)  

 Consistent with the Final Order, IPL’s Amended Plan Budgets remove the 

Legislative Assessment funding and make $300,000 available for supplemental 

weatherization projects in 2019, 2020 and 2021 (for a total of $900,000) until the 

Legislative Assessment funding requirement expires on July 1, 2022.4 To ensure that 

IPL will not recover energy efficiency expenditures in excess of 1.5 percent of natural 

gas retail revenue through the annual EECR factor in 2019, 2020, and 2021, the 

Amended Plan Budgets modestly reduce the annual Installation Costs budget of the 

Low-Income Weatherization program in each of those years.  

 In its objection, OCA asks that the Board order IPL to reinstate the reductions to 

the Installation Costs budget line item. OCA asserts that the reductions were 

unnecessary because IPL’s natural gas budget was already below the budget criteria in 

Iowa Code section 476.6(15)c.(2) when averaged across all five years of the Plan. (See 

e.g., OCA Objection at 2) But the EECR factor reference in the Final Order is filed 

annually under the Board’s rules; it is not based on an average of expenditures across 

all five years of the Plan. Reinstating the amounts requested by OCA would contravene 

                                                 
2 See Final Order at 14-15; id. at 113, Ordering Cl. 2; Tr. at 166-67, 211; IPL Initial Brief at 59-60; IPL 
Reply Brief at 9. 
3 The Final Order also permits IPL to recover the Legislative Assessment, even if in excess of the 1.5 
percent threshold, through the EECR factor. (Final Order at 15) 
4 See Amended Plan Budgets, Energy Efficiency Plan Budget (Table 4-3), Low-Income Weatherization 
Budget (Table 4-33) and the Legislative Assessment Budget (Table 6-4). 
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the Final Order by potentially causing IPL to recover actual energy efficiency 

expenditures through the annual EECR factor in excess of 1.5 percent of IPL’s natural 

gas retail revenue each year in 2019, 2020, and 2021.  

 In addition, the OCA objection appears to disregard what IPL understands to be 

the annual recovery limit set by the Final Order and instead assumes that Iowa Code 

section 476.6(15)c.(2) requires the Board to allow spending up to the budget criteria in 

the law. (OCA Objection at 2) But nothing in that law requires the Board to order IPL to 

budget or spend up to the criteria, either annually or averaged across all five years of 

the Plan. If anything, the legislative intent behind the law is to limit the spending on 

energy efficiency programs required to be offered by rate-regulated utilities under Iowa 

Code section 476.6(13) and (15). Consistent with that intent, IPL understands the Final 

Order to effectively limit IPL’s recovery of natural gas expenditures to no more than 1.5 

percent of natural gas retail revenue through the annual EECR filing.   

 As explained more fully below, the Amended Plan Budgets are consistent with 

the reasonable limits set forth in the Final Order, the annual EECR filing requirements, 

and the legislature’s intent, expressed in Iowa Code section 476.6(15)c.(2), to limit 

spending on energy efficiency programs. Accordingly, IPL respectfully requests that the 

Board approve IPL’s Amended Plan Budgets, deny OCA’s objection, and deny OCA’s 

request that the Board set a procedural schedule and hearing in this matter.  

BACKGROUND 

 On July 5, 2018, IPL filed its application with the Board for approval of the Plan. 

The Board docketed IPL’s application and set a procedural schedule on August 8, 2018 

and conducted a contested case hearing on December 12, 2018. Following the hearing 
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and briefing by the parties, the Board approved IPL’s Plan in the Final Order, which 

found that IPL’s energy efficiency and demand response program budgets are 

reasonable. In addition, the Final Order directed IPL, consistent with IPL’s commitment 

in this proceeding, to revise its Plan budgets to remove the Legislative Assessment 

funding. Specifically, the Board stated:  

In light of these understandings, the Board finds IPL’s budgets for its 
energy efficiency and demand response programs are reasonable. IPL is 
required to revise its Plan budgets to remove the legislative assessment 
funding. By removing the legislative assessment funding, the relationship 
between the projected spending for energy efficiency and demand 
response and the                                      § 476.6(15)(e)(2) budget criteria 
will be clarified. IPL is also required to file a plan modification if it intends 
to use the legislative assessment funds for new programs or pilot 
programs. The Board will allow IPL to recover energy efficiency and 
demand response expenditures up to 1.5 percent of natural gas retail 
revenue and 2 percent of electric retail revenue through the energy 
efficiency cost recovery (EECR) factor. Further, the Board will allow the 
[Legislative Assessment] funding, if in excess of those percentages, to be 
recovered through the EECR.  

(Final Order at 15) The Board directed IPL to file, within 30 days of the date of the 

Board’s Final Order, amended Plan budgets “reallocating or removing, as appropriate, 

the budgeted amounts allocated for the [Legislative Assessment].” (Final Order at 113, 

Ordering Cl. 2) 

 On April 26, 2019, IPL filed its Amended Plan budgets as ordered by the Board. 

First, IPL removed the Legislative Assessment from IPL’s electric and natural gas 

budgets. (See Amended Plan budgets at 1, Amended Velonis Exhibit 4 

(Budget_Accounting for Costs (Attachment A)) The Legislative Assessment will 

continue to be recovered through IPL’s EECR factor each year until the Legislative 

Assessment funding requirement expires on July 1, 2022. (Final Order at 15) 
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 Second, consistent with the Final Order, IPL reallocated the annual $300,000 

Legislative Assessment funding for the years 2019, 2020, and 2021 (for a total of 

$900,000) to the Low-Income Weatherization “Incentive” natural gas program budget to 

reflect the new availability of funding for supplemental weatherization projects for IPL’s 

low-income customers.  

 Third, consistent with the Final Order permitting IPL to “recover energy efficiency 

and demand response expenditures up to 1.5 percent of natural gas retail 

revenue…through the EECR factor”, IPL modestly reduced the approximately $1.46 

million “Installation Costs” budget for the Low-Income Weatherization program by 

$93,944 in 2019, $102,239 in 2020, and $16,805 in 2021. Doing so allowed IPL to 

include $300,000 in annual supplemental weatherization funding without exceeding 1.5 

percent of IPL’s natural gas retail rate revenue in each year in 2019, 2020, and 2021, 

consistent with the Final Order.5  

   OCA filed its objection to IPL’s Amended Plan Budgets on May 15, 2019. The 

Environmental Intervenors filed in support of OCA’s objection on May 21, 2019.  

ARGUMENT 

 The OCA objection fails for at least three key reasons that are grounded in the 

Board’s Final Order, the EECR filing requirements in 199 IAC 35.12, and the 

legislature’s intent, expressed in Iowa Code section 476.6(15)c.(2), to limit spending on 

energy efficiency programs required to be offered by rate-regulated utilities under Iowa 

Code section 476.6(13) and (15).  

                                                 
5 With its April 26, 2019 Amended Plan budget filing, IPL provided Amended Plan budget tables from 
Application Exhibit 1 Energy Efficiency Plan (Attachment B) reflecting the amended Energy Efficiency 
Plan Budget (Table4-3), Low-Income Weatherization Budget (Table 4-33) and the Legislative 
Assessment Budget (Table 6-4). 
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 First, IPL’s Amended Plan Budgets comply with the Final Order. As directed in 

the Final Order and as IPL agreed during the December 12, 2018 hearing, IPL removed 

the Legislative Assessment funding from consideration of the budget criteria in Iowa 

Code section 476.6(15)c.(2) and added an equivalent amount of supplemental 

weatherization funding ($300,000 per year for 2019, 2020, and 2021) until the 

Legislative Assessment funding requirement expires on July 1, 2022. To ensure that, 

consistent with the Final Order, IPL would not recover energy efficiency plan 

expenditures in excess of 1.5 percent of natural gas retail revenue through each annual 

EECR factor in 2019, 2020, and 2021, IPL modestly reduced the Installation budget of 

the Low Income Weatherization Program in each of those years.   

 Significantly, the OCA objection does not allege that IPL has failed to comply with 

the Final Order. OCA instead asserts that the Board should order IPL to reinstate the 

modest reductions to the Installation Costs budget for 2019, 2020, and 2021 because 

IPL’s Plan budget would still remain below, over the entire five years of the Plan, the 1.5 

percent budget criterion in Iowa Code 476.6(15)c.(2). (OCA Objection 2) But including 

the supplemental weatherization funding of $300,000 per year for 2019, 2020, and 2021 

would likely cause IPL to exceed 1.5 percent of natural gas retail revenue in each of 

those years. As IPL understands the Final Order, IPL is effectively barred from 

recovering any such excess amounts through the EECR factor. (Final Order at 15) 

Thus, IPL prepared the Amended Plan Budgets to reflect the actual amounts that the 

Final Order permits IPL to recover through the annual EECR filing in years 2019, 2020, 

and 2021, which also helps control the overall customer cost of the Plan within the letter 

and legislative intent of Iowa Code section 476.6(15)c.(2).    
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 Second, IPL’s Amended Plan Budgets are consistent with EECR filing 

requirements in 199 IAC 35.12. Under the Board’s rules, the EECR factor is an 

automatic adjustment mechanism that is filed annually; its purpose is to allow for the 

recovery of the “previously approved costs, deferred past costs, and estimated 

contemporaneous expenditures of its approved energy efficiency plans.” 199 IAC 35.12; 

see also, 199 IAC 35.12(2) (“Each utility…shall file by March 1 of each year…energy 

efficiency costs proposed to be recovered in rates for the 12-month recovery period 

beginning at the start of the first utility billing month at least 30 days following board 

approval.”). In addition, each EECR filing must include a reconciliation “comparing the 

amounts actually collected … to the amounts expended.” 199 IAC 35.12(14)(d); see id. 

(“Overcollections and undercollections shall be used to compute adjustment factors.”)  

 The EECR factor is filed annually and adjusted and reconciled annually. Thus, 

the Amended Plan Budgets reflect spending amounts on an annual basis to ensure that 

IPL will not recover, consistent with the Final Order, more than 1.5 percent of natural 

gas retail revenue through each EECR filing. In this light, OCA’s objection that “IPL can 

reallocate all $300,000 assessment funding for supplemental weatherization and still be 

well under the 1.5 percent threshold for the five years of the plan” is irrelevant to 

compliance with the Final Order. (OCA Objection at 2) Including those amounts would 

likely cause IPL to recover actual energy efficiency expenditures through the EECR 

factor in excess of 1.5 percent of natural gas retail revenue for 2019, 2020, and 2021, 

which is not permitted under the Final Order. Indeed, OCA’s approach would make it 

impractical to measure compliance, as it is unclear how IPL would avoid spending and 

recovering more than 1.5 percent of natural gas retail revenue in each year’s EECR 
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factor based on five years of actual Plan expenditures, some of which have not yet 

occurred. Instead, the clearest guidance is to review expenditures annually to ensure 

that IPL has not spent and will not recover more than 1.5 percent of natural gas retail 

revenue through each annual EECR filing. This is the approach that IPL understands 

the Board to have adopted in the Final Order; the Board’s approach provides a 

reasonable limit on recovery that is consistent with EECR filing requirements.  

 Finally, to the extent that the OCA objection is based on its interpretation of the 

budget criteria in Iowa Code section 476.6(15)c.(2) (OCA Objection at 2), there is 

nothing in the plain language of that statute that compels the Board to order IPL to 

budget or spend up to the criteria in the law, either on an annual or five year average 

basis. The purpose of Iowa Code section 476.6(15)c.(2) is to limit rate-regulated utility 

spending on energy efficiency programs required under Iowa Code sections 476.6(13) 

and (15); the law does not mandate spending up to a certain level. The legislative intent 

of Iowa Code section 476.6(15)c.(2) was further reinforced with the recent passage of 

Senate File 638 during the 2019 state legislative session. Signed into law by Governor 

Kim Reynolds on May 8, 2019, Senate File 638 provides that the Board may not require 

or allow a gas utility to adopt an energy efficiency plan that exceeds the budget criteria 

in the law. See Senate File 638, Sec. 39, amending Iowa Code § 476.6(15)c.(2) (2019). 

Both the Board’s Final Order and IPL’s Amended Plan budgets are consistent with Iowa 

Code section 476.6(15)c.(2) and the legislative intent underlying that law.  

 Throughout this proceeding–in testimony, during the hearing, and in briefs–IPL 

has made clear its commitment to make supplemental weatherization funds available to 

its low-income customers as needed and appropriate, while controlling the overall cost 
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of the Plan. With the Final Order, the Board has placed reasonable bounds on that 

commitment that are consistent with the letter and spirit of Iowa Code section 

476.6(15)c.(2). By allowing IPL to recover energy efficiency expenditures up to 1.5 

percent of natural gas retail revenue through each annual EECR filing, the Board has 

provided clear guidance that promotes transparency for all parties without significantly 

impacting the overall cost of IPL’s Plan. 

CONCLUSION 

 For the foregoing reasons, IPL respectfully requests that the Board approve IPL’s 

Amended Plan Budgets, deny OCA’s Objection, and deny OCA’s request to set a 

procedural schedule and hearing in this matter.  

 Dated this 24th day of May, 2019. 

      Respectfully submitted, 
 

INTERSTATE POWER AND LIGHT 
COMPANY 

 
      By: /s/_Lissa Koop________________  
      Lissa Koop 
      Senior Attorney 
      Alliant Energy Corporate Services, Inc. 
      4902 N. Biltmore Lane 
      Madison, Wisconsin 53718 
      (608) 458-4826 (telephone) 
      (608) 458-4820 (fax) 
      lissakoop@alliantenergy.com    
       
       
      /s/__Andrew C. Hanson________________  
      Andrew C. Hanson  
      Senior Counsel  
      Perkins Cole LLP  
      1 East Main Street, Suite 201  
      Madison, WI 53700-5118  
      608.663.7498 (telephone)  
      608.663.7499 (fax)  
      ahanson@perkinscoie.com 
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